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Why Bother Using Bots?
LEAH COSTIK | UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
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As the Russian invasion of Ukraine continues to un-
fold, social media platforms are clamping down on 
Russian state-owned media, a key lever the Krem-
lin uses to spread propaganda and disinformation. 
The survival of non-democratic regimes in part de-

pends on their ability to manage the information environment in 
this way. Social media has become a key ingredient in autocrats’ 
toolkits of how to respond to online opposition, which includes 
the use of trolls and automated bot accounts. But what are bots? 
What work do they do? And how might this social media tool be 
used in authoritarian regimes to help such regimes? In their new 
article, authors Stukal, Sanovich, Bonneau, and Tucker explore 
these pressing questions through an investigation of the use of 
pro-government Twitter bots within Russia during times of both 
offline and online political protests.

While current research explores the use of human trolls by 
authoritarian regimes, much less work exists that examines bots, 
or algorithmically controlled social media accounts. Stukal et 
al. argue that bots offer a number of benefits over other “digital 
information manipulation tools.” Bots are inexpensive, difficult 
to trace, can be deployed in large numbers, do not require hu-
man intervention, and can run online for indefinite periods of 
time. The authors focus specifically on Twitter bots, algorithmi-
cally controlled accounts that can automatically perform many 
actions like that of a normal (human) user, including posting, 
retweeting, responding, and liking posts, all without the inter-
vention of a human.

Authoritarian regimes can use Twitter bots for a variety of 
reasons: bots may be used to show support for controversial 
governmental programs or candidates hoping for reelection; 
regional governors are encouraged by the Kremlin to use social 
media, but public employees “often lack the necessary skills for 
effective social media communication and rely on bots to artifi-
cially inflate relevant activity indicators”; and non-government 
actors, such as businessmen, may also use bots to signal sup-
port for politicians in hopes of getting perks or pay offs. In their 
article, Stukal et al. remain agnostic about the reasons people 
may use Twitter bots and assume only that both government 
agencies and non-governmental actors alike use Twitter bots to 
maximize the benefits they offer.

The authors theorize that in a competitive authoritarian en-

vironment, Twitter bots could be used 
in an attempt to alter the cost-benefit 
analysis of participating in opposition 
movements, either online or offline. The 
authors use two theoretical frameworks. 
First, they theorize that Twitter bots 
could be used “to reduce participation 
in offline protests.” Second, they theo-
rize that Twitter bots could be used to 
“control the online agenda… and will 
be mobilized in response to opposition 
online activity.” Twitter bots may use the 
same tactics to achieve these different goals. From these theo-
retical frameworks, the authors derive four strategies Twitter bots 
might use.

The first strategy available to Twitter bots includes de-em-
phasizing a protest-related agenda by increasing the frequency 
with which they post content (“volume amplification”). Similarly, 
the second strategy is to distract social media users by increas-
ing their retweeting of diverse accounts (“retweet diversity”). The 
third strategy involves decreasing the opposition supporters’ ex-
pected benefits by tweeting pro-government posts about Vlad-
imir Putin. The logic behind this “cheerleading” is to make Putin 
appear more popular, which may make potential protesters 
think the likelihood of their protest succeeding is lower. A fourth 
and final strategy available to Twitter bots involves “increasing 
the expected costs of supporting opposition” through trolling 
and harassment. This strategy includes “negative campaigning,” 
measured by the number of tweets pro-government Twitter bots’ 
produce that mention Alexey Navalny, a charismatic and prom-
inent Russian opposition leader.

The authors use machine learning to detect bots on Russian 
political Twitter and find 1,516 pro-government Twitter bots with 
over one million tweets. The authors then identify both offline 
protests and online opposition activity. Offline protests were 
identified in a three-step process including use of the Integrated 
Early Crisis Warning System, a project that “automatically ex-
tracts information from news articles” to generate a list of offline 
protests, a manual search for mentions of protests in both English 
and Russian-language mass media, cross-checking their data 
against three other protest datasets. Stukal et al. identify online 

research makes several important contributions to existing 
literature on rallying effects. First, he draws readers’ attention 
to potential differences in rallying effects across regime types. 
Second, Hale usefully distinguishes between sincere and insin-
cere preference change, challenging a long-standing assump-
tion of sincerity within the literature on rallying effects. Finally, 
Hale’s research forces readers to reflect upon an uncomfort-
able question: If individuals mask their private preferences and 

adopt what they perceive to be a more socially acceptable 
preference, what implications might this process have for var-
ious forms of political behavior? In this article, Hale not only 
teaches us something new; he leaves us with exciting questions 
for future research. n
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Corruption is a problem everywhere in the world, 
but it can be particularly damaging where polit-
ical institutions and legal rules are weak. Many 
of those who grow up in developing countries 
have either been required to pay a bribe to a 

police officer, tax collector, or other government agent, or 
know someone who has.

While corruption undermines development, particular-
ly the effective provision of services, it can also facilitate 
a form of politics that is complex, costly, and distant from 
the individual citizen. State agents take advantage of these 

complexities and the low information 
among citizens to extract rents for 
their services. Civil society groups 
and international donors have re-
sponded by supporting anti-corrup-
tion campaigns to fight back against 
graft. But recent studies have suggest-
ed that awareness raising campaigns, 
especially, are ineffective at encour-
aging citizens to reject corruption.
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opposition activity through spikes, or “a day with at least five 
times as many tweets from opposition accounts as they posted 
on a median day a month before and after that day,” within the 
tweets of 15 activists, independent journalists, or mass media 
outlets that report favorably and extensively on Russian oppo-
sition.

To measure the effect that spikes in opposition online ac-
tivity and offline protests have on Twitter bot strategies, Stukal 
et al. use various statistical analyses. They found that while their 
hypotheses regarding the negative campaigning strategy of 
Twitter bots was rejected and mixed results were found regard-
ing “cheerleading,” their hypotheses regarding the volume and 
retweet diversity dimensions were confirmed. In other words, 
Twitter bots do increase their activity, as well as retweet a lot on 
diverse topics, in an attempt to deemphasize a protest-related 
agenda. Intriguingly, the authors find that bots are used more 
often in response to online as opposed to offline protests.

Stukal, Sanovich, Bonneau, and Tucker’s research offers 
several valuable contributions in answering questions related 
to the use of social media in competitive authoritarian contexts. 
First, they bridge the gap between diverse bodies of scholar-
ship, including computer science research on bot detection and 
political science research on authoritarian politics. Second, they 
develop testable hypotheses about the ways in which Twitter 
bots may be employed to “counter domestic opposition activ-
ity either online or offline.” Third, Stukal et al. demonstrate that 
some previous research on human trolls does not carry over for 
bots, especially Twitter bots. Most critically, the authors contrib-
ute to and advance research on the tools non-democratic re-
gimes have at their disposal to undermine opposition. n
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Cheeseman and Peiffer offer a new test of the impact 
of anti-corruption messages using a bribery game in which 
players can win more money if they are willing to pay a 
bribe. Worryingly, they find that most messages about cor-
ruption made a majority of their participants more likely to 
offer a bribe. There was also some good news, however, as 
the study found that some messaging might not be as harm-
ful. Citizens were more willing to resist corruption if they al-
ready perceived that corruption was not such a widespread 
problem and they were exposed to a particular message 
that emphasized that corruption represents the theft of the 
taxes paid by citizens.

Political psychology shows that messaging can shape 
political behavior, even when exposed citizens do not per-
ceive messaging to be particularly influential. This logic has 
driven awareness raising campaigns aimed at fighting a 
number of social “bads” such as corruption, gender-based 
violence, and election violence. However, the existing 
studies evaluating the effect of anti-corruption campaigns 
have found that by priming citizens to the issue of wide-
spread corruption they encourage rather than deter cor-
rupt behavior. This is because by highlighting the problem, 
anti-corruption messaging reminds people of what a big, 
intractable problem it is. Instead of inspiring people to re-
sist corruption, such messaging can make people lose hope 
that the system will ever change and even encourage them 
to go with the corrupt grain.
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